Case study:
Achieving alignment between a midsized UK law firm and larger
American law firm post-merger

Background: A merger of un-equals created tension and hindered business development efforts
Despite having a well-reasoned strategic case for merging a mid-sized UK law firm and a larger
American law firm found a lack of cultural alignment between the two firms was hindering the postmerger integration process and their subsequent business development efforts.
A number of senior individuals in the London office were unwilling or unable to adapt to the new
reality of their firm and were blocking change where possible. This diminished the combined firm’s
business development and collaboration capabilities, especially the ability to generate and then
capitalise on internal referrals across the two legacy firms.

A five-step response
In response Meridian West helped leaders of the newly combined firm to focus on five areas to
achieve better integration and more business development success with clients. These were:
1. Define a shared culture. We worked with the senior partners of both the legacy UK and US
firms to develop and put in place a framework to implement a new culture for the merged
business which was neither “Us” nor “Them” but “We” and “Ours”. This gave clarity to
clients about what the new firm stood for, and how the merged firm would operate in
practice.
2. Refresh business development focus. We developed a marketing focus on particular client
segments where the combined firm had a competitive advantage. At the same time it was
important to downplay segments which brought in lower volume, lower margin work.
3. Facilitate internal collaboration. We put appropriate mechanisms in place to encourage
partners across the firm to engage in small group conversations, either face-to-face or by
video conference. This helped them to understand the nature of the work each other was
doing, and highlight opportunities to refer clients internally.
4. Create new measures for success. We worked with senior leaders at practice group level to
determine the factors that would deliver the new culture and how success would be
measured. Each leader was encouraged to lead by example, work with individuals in their
team to create personal action plans based on the agreed success factors, and implement
performance evaluation and reward metrics linked to those plans.
5. Train and coach fee-earners. We provided intensive support on marketing and sales
process focused on building on relationships with the type of clients that are most
appropriate for the newly merged firm. We helped fee-earners to ascertain prospective
clients’ emotional drivers and how to articulate value in terms that would resonate with the
client.
Where resistance to change occurred, senior leaders were encouraged to have a binary
conversation with the relevant individual about their future with the firm and the options available.

The results: A firm fit for the future
A number of obstructive partners and associates decided to leave the firm and were not
immediately replaced. However, no key clients were lost as a result of changes in personnel. The
value of internal referrals rose by over 20% in the first year, and profit in the London office rose by a
similar proportion.
Both associates and junior partners who had previously dreaded “pitching” felt confident to present
the value they could deliver to preferred clients while minimising price as a factor in the client’s
hiring decision.

